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Abstract
This work brings together two powerful concepts in Gaussian processes: the variational
approach to sparse approximation and the spectral representation of Gaussian processes.
This gives rise to an approximation that inherits the benefits of the variational approach but
with the representational power and computational scalability of spectral representations.
The work hinges on a key result that there exist spectral features related to a finite domain
of the Gaussian process which exhibit almost-independent covariances. We derive these
expressions for Mate´rn kernels in one dimension, and generalize to more dimensions using
kernels with specific structures. Under the assumption of additive Gaussian noise, our
method requires only a single pass through the dataset, making for very fast and accurate
computation. We fit a model to 4 million training points in just a few minutes on a
standard laptop. With non-conjugate likelihoods, our MCMC scheme reduces the cost of
computation from O(NM2) (for a sparse Gaussian process) to O(NM) per iteration, where
N is the number of data and M is the number of features.
Keywords: Gaussian processes, Fourier features, variational inference
1. Introduction
Efficient computation in Gaussian process (GP) models is of broad interest across machine
learning and statistics, with applications in the fields of spatial epidemiology (Diggle, 2013;
Banerjee et al., 2014), robotics and control (Deisenroth et al., 2015), signal processing (e.g.
Sa¨rkka¨ et al., 2013), Bayesian optimization and probabilistic numerics, (e.g. Osborne, 2010;
Briol et al., 2016; Hennig et al., 2015), and many others.
Computation is challenging for several reasons. First, the computational complexity
usually scales cubically with the number of data N , as one must decompose a N ×N dense
covariance matrix. Second, the posterior is both high-dimensional and non-Gaussian if the
∗. This work was undertaken whilst JH was affiliated to the Centre for Health Information, Computation,
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data likelihood is not conjugate. Third, GP models have a hierarchical structure, with the
latent values of the function being conditioned on parameters of the covariance function.
In this work, we adopt a variational Bayesian framework for dealing with these issues.
By this we mean that we minimize the Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence KL[q||p], where
q denotes an approximation to the posterior, and p is the posterior itself. Many authors
have applied this framework to GP problems before: perhaps the earliest example is Csato´
et al. (2002). Seeger (2003) also made use of this KL criterion in the context of Gaussian
processes. Particularly influentuial works include Titsias (2009), who developed the first
sparse GP using the KL divergence, and Opper and Archambeau (2009), who made a case
for this approximation in the non-conjugate (but not sparse) case.
The variational framework for Gaussian processes has several advantages. First, the
three challenges mentioned above can be tackled by a single unified objective. Second,
the accuracy of the approximation can easily be shown to increase monotonically with
increasing complexity of the proposed approximating family (i.e. more inducing points is
always better). Third, the framework provides an evidence lower bound (or ELBO), which
can be evaluated to compare different approximations.
In this work, we combine the variational approach with Fourier features; we refer to
our method as Variational Fourier Features (VFF). Whilst most sparse Gaussian process
approximations rely on inducing or pseudo inputs, which lie in the same domain as the
inputs to the GP, Fourier features lie in the spectral domain of the process. As inducing-
point approximations build up the posterior through kernel functions, Fourier features build
up the approximate posterior through sinusoids. Our approach differs from existing works
which use random frequencies (Rahimi and Recht, 2008, 2009) or optimized frequencies
(La´zaro-Gredilla et al., 2010), in that we use frequencies placed on a regular grid (cf. Solin
and Sa¨rkka¨, 2014), which is key in our derivation of a computationally convenient matrix
structure.
Naive combination of Fourier features with sparse GP approaches is not feasible because
the standard Fourier transform of a stochastic process does not converge, meaning that these
features are associated with random variables of infinite variance. Matthews et al. (2016)
have shown that valid inducing features for the variational approach require finite, deter-
ministic projections of the process. To combat this, Figueiras-Vidal and La´zaro-Gredilla
(2009) used a windowing technique, which made the integrals converge to valid inducing
features (for the squared-exponential kernel), but lost perhaps the most important aspect
of a Fourier approach: that the features should be independent. In this work, we combine
a finite window with a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) projection to construct
features that are almost independent, having covariance structures that are easily decom-
posed. This gives rise to a complexity of O(NM), comparing favourably with the O(NM2)
complexity of other variational approaches, where M denotes the number of features.
The contributions of this paper are the following:
• We introduce a novel approximation scheme for representing a GP using a Fourier
decomposition. We limit our interest to the widely used Mate´rn family of station-
ary kernels, for which our proposed decomposition exhibits an almost-independent
structure.
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• We combine our approximation scheme with the variational Bayesian framework for
Gaussian processes, and present how the methodology generalizes to GP inference
problems with general likelihoods.
Consequently, this paper aims to provide an approximate Gaussian process inference scheme
which is theoretically sound, has strong representative power, is extremely fast, and—most
importantly—works well in practice.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews the relevant background
related to Gaussian process inference and previous work in sparse and spectral approxima-
tions to GP models. In Section 3 the core methodology for Variational Fourier Features is
presented for the one-dimensional case. In Section 4 this is extended to multidimensional
cases with additive and product structures. Implementation details and computational
complexity of the method are covered in Section 5. Section 6 is dedicated to a set of il-
lustrative toy examples and a number of empirical experiments, where practical aspects
of Variational Fourier Feature inference are demonstrated. Finally, we conclude the paper
with a discussion in Section 7.
2. Background
In this section, we first set up the family of Gaussian process models that we will consider,
which allows us to establish some notation. Next, we review some basic results regarding the
spectrum of stationary Gaussian processes, and recall how Fourier features approximate the
kernel. We relate sparse Gaussian process approximations and Fourier approximations by
explicating them as alternative models (Quin˜onero-Candela and Rasmussen, 2005). We then
recap the variational approximation to Gaussian processes, including expressions for sparse
approximations and approximations for non-conjugate likelihoods. The two final subsections
in this section discuss decomposition of Gaussian processes: we first link decomposition and
conditioning and then discuss inter-domain decomposition.
2.1 Gaussian process models
Gaussian processes are distributions over functions, defined by a mean function and a
covariance function (see Williams and Rasmussen, 2006, for an introduction). In this section
we consider GPs over the real line, x ∈ R. Making the standard assumption that the mean
function is zero, we write
f(x) ∼ GP (0, k(x, x′)) . (1)
The data y = [yn]
N
n=1 at locations X = [xn]
N
n=1 are conditioned on the function evaluations
f = [f(xn)]
N
n=1 through some factorising likelihood
p(y | f(x)) = p(y | f) =
∏
n
p(yn | f(xn)) , (2)
which we do not in general assume to be Gaussian. A defining property of Gaussian pro-
cesses is that any finite number of function evaluations follow a multivariate normal distri-
bution, so
p(f) = N (0, Kff ) , (3)
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and the process conditioned on these values is given by a conditional Gaussian process:
f(x) | f ∼ GP
(
kf (x)
>K−1ff f , k(x, x
′)− kf (x)>K−1ff kf (x′)
)
. (4)
To compute the posterior over functions given the data f(x) |y, it is possible to compute
the posterior only for the finite set p(f |y) using standard methodologies like Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) (e.g. Murray et al., 2010; Filippone et al., 2013) or variational Bayes
(e.g. Opper and Archambeau, 2009; Khan et al., 2012, 2013). Evaluating the function at a
test point means averaging equation (4) over this posterior p(f |y).
In our notation, the matrix Kff is given by evaluating the covariance function at all
pairs of data points Kff [i, j] = k(xi, xj). The vector valued function kf (x) is given simi-
larly, kf (x) = [k(x1, x), k(x2, x), . . . , k(xn, x)]
>. We omit dependence on covariance function
parameters for clarity.
2.2 Spectral representations of stationary covariances
Stationary Gaussian processes are those with a covariance function that can be written as
a function of the distance between observations, k(x, x′) = k(|x−x′|) = k(r). Of particular
interest in this work will be the Mate´rn family with half-integer orders, the first three of
which are
k1
2
(r) = σ2 exp(−r/`) ,
k3
2
(r) = σ2(1 +
√
3r/`) exp(−
√
3r/`) ,
k5
2
(r) = σ2(1 +
√
5r/`+ 53r
2/`2) exp(−
√
5r/`) ,
(5)
where σ2 and ` are variance and lengthscale parameters respectively.
Bochner’s theorem (Akhiezer and Glazman, 1993) tells us that any continuous positive
definite function, such as a covariance function, can be represented as the Fourier transform
of a positive measure. If the measure has a density, it is known as the spectral density
s(ω) of the covariance function. This gives rise to the Fourier duality of spectral densities
and covariance functions, known as the Wiener-Khintchin theorem. It gives the following
relations:
s(ω) = F{k(r)} =
∫ ∞
−∞
k(r)e−iωr dr , (6)
k(r) = F−1{s(ω)} = 1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
s(ω)eiωr dω . (7)
Since kernels are symmetric real functions, the spectrum of the process is also a symmetric
real function. The spectra corresponding to the Mate´rn covariances are
s1
2
(ω) = 2σ2λ(λ2 + ω2)−1, λ = `−1, (8)
s3
2
(ω) = 4σ2λ3(λ2 + ω2)−2, λ =
√
3`−1, (9)
s5
2
(ω) = 163 σ
2λ5(λ2 + ω2)−3, λ =
√
5`−1 . (10)
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2.3 Model approximations
In order to overcome the cubic computational scaling of Gaussian process methods, many
approximations have been proposed. Here we briefly review two types of approximations,
those based on the spectrum of the process and others referred to as ‘sparse’ approxima-
tions.
2.3.1 Random Fourier features
Random Fourier Features (RFF) is a method for approximating kernels. The essential
element of the RFF approach (Rahimi and Recht, 2008, 2009) is the realization that the
Wiener-Khintchin integral (7) can be approximated by a Monte Carlo sum
k(r) ≈ k˜(r) = σ
2
M
M∑
m=1
cos(ωmr), (11)
where the frequencies ωm are drawn randomly from the distribution proportional to s(ω).
Note that the imaginary part is zero because s(ωr) is even and i sin(ωr) is odd.
This approximate kernel has a finite basis function expansion as
φ(x) = [cos(ω1x), cos(ω2x), . . . , cos(ωMx), sin(ω1x), sin(ω2x), . . . , sin(ωMx)]
> , (12)
and we can write the approximate Gaussian process as
f(x) ∼ GP
(
0, k˜(x− x′)
)
or f(x) ∼ GP
(
0,
σ2
M
φ(x)>φ(x′)
)
(13)
or equivalently as a parametric model, in the form
f(x) = φ(x)>w, (14)
w ∼ N
(
0,
σ2
M
I
)
. (15)
2.3.2 Optimized Fourier features
In order to have a representative sample of the spectrum, the RFF methodology typically
requires the number of spectral sample points to be large. In La´zaro-Gredilla et al. (2010),
this was addressed by the attractive choice of optimizing the spectral locations along with
the hyperparameters (the ‘Sparse Spectrum GP’). However, as argued by those authors,
this option does not converge to the full GP and can suffer from overfitting to the training
data. We confirm this empirically in a simple experiment in Section 6.
Noting that this method was prone to overfitting, Gal and Turner (2015) sought to
improve the model by integrating out, rather than optimizing the frequencies. Gal and
Turner derived a variational approximation that made use of a tractable integral over the
frequency space. The result is an algorithm that suffers less overfitting than the Sparse
Spectrum GP, yet remains flexible. We emphasize the difference to the approach in this
work: Gal and Turner proposed variational inference in a sparse spectrum model that is
derived from a GP model; our work aims to directly approximate the posterior of the true
models using a variational representation.
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2.3.3 Regular Fourier features
Another way to approximate the integral in (7) is with a regularly spaced set of frequencies
ω. We refer to this method as regular Fourier features. While the Random Fourier Features
approach could be interpreted as a Monte Carlo approximation to the Wiener-Khintchin
integral, the regular Fourier features approach can be seen as a quadrature approximation
of the same integral. Therefore the regular methods are not sparse in spectral sense, but
dense and deterministic given the domain of interest (Solin and Sa¨rkka¨, 2014).
The approximation to the original covariance function takes the form of a finite sum
k(r) ≈ k˜(r) =
∑
m
s(ωm) cos(ωmr) ωm = m∆, (16)
where ∆ is a small number which defines the grid spacing. Similarly to Random Fourier
features, the resulting approximate Gaussian process can be written as a parametric model:
f(x) = φ(x)>w, (17)
w ∼ N (0, S) S = diag(s(ω1), . . . , s(ωM ), s(ω1), . . . , s(ωM )) . (18)
Like in the Random Fourier Features approximation (15), regular Fourier features are in-
dependent (the matrix S is diagonal), and if the inputs are spaced on a regular grid, fast
Fourier transform (FFT) methods can speed up the computations to O(N logN) (see e.g.
Paciorek, 2007; Fritz et al., 2009).
2.3.4 Sparse Gaussian process models
In the above we reviewed how spectral approximations result in parametric models. In
their review paper, Quin˜onero-Candela and Rasmussen (2005) also presented a view of
sparse Gaussian processes where the result is an approximate, parametric model.
The terminology ‘sparse’ originally referred to methods which restricted computation
to a subset of the data points (e.g. Csato´ and Opper, 2002; Williams and Seeger, 2001),
until Snelson and Ghahramani (2005) relaxed this assumption with the idea of pseudo
inputs. The pseudo-inputs (or ‘inducing points’) Z = [zm]
M
m=1 lie in the same domain as
X, but with M < N . The values of the process associated with these points are denoted
u = [f(zm)]
M
m=1. The simplest form of sparse Gaussian process model using these variables
is the Deterministic Training Conditional (DTC) model, written
f(x) = ku(x)
>K−1uuu, (19)
u ∼ N (0,Kuu) . (20)
This kind of ‘projected process’ approximation has also been discussed by e.g. Banerjee
et al. (2008). The literature contains many parametric models that approximate Gaussian
process behaviours; for example Bui and Turner (2014) included tree-structures in the
approximation for extra scalability, and Moore and Russell (2015) combined local Gaussian
processes with Gaussian random fields.
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2.4 Variational Gaussian process approximations
We have seen how Fourier approximations and sparse Gaussian processes can be written
as approximate parametric models. The variational approximation to Gaussian processes
provides a more elegant, flexible and extensible solution in that the posterior distribution
of the original model is approximated, rather than the model itself. In existing work, the
variational approach has been used alongside ideas from the sparse GP literature: the remit
of this work is to combine the variational methodology with Fourier based approximations.
We provide a short review of the variational methodology here, for a more detailed discussion
see Matthews (2016).
In variational Bayes (see e.g. Blei et al., 2016, for a contemporary review) the idea is
to approximate the posterior of a model by selecting the optimal distribution from a fixed
family. Optimality is usually defined through the Kullback-Leibler divergence
KL[q(f(x)) ‖ p(f(x) |y)] = Eq(f(x)) [log q(f(x))− log p(f(x) |y)] . (21)
This equation is a slight abuse of notation, since it is not legitimate to write p(f(x)).
Nonetheless, the intuition is good, and our overview has the same result as given by a more
technical derivation (Matthews et al., 2016).
2.4.1 The approximating stochastic process
We are tasked with defining a family of variational distributions q. Similarly to the sparse
GP models, we introduce a set of pseudo inputs (or ‘inducing points’) Z = [zm]
M
m=1, which
lie in the same domain as X, but with M < N . Note that Z do not form part of the model,
but only the variational approximating distribution q(f(x)): we may choose them freely,
and we assume here that X and Z do not intersect. We collect the values of the function
at Z into a vector u = [f(zm)]
M
m=1, and write the process conditioned on these values as
f(x) |u ∼ GP
(
ku(x)
>K−1uuu, k(x, x
′)− ku(x)>K−1uuku(x′)
)
, (22)
echoing the true posterior of the process, equation (4). We emphasize that we have selected
this particular form of distribution for q(f(x) |u), and the joint approximation for the
posterior is q(u)q(f(x) |u). Whilst most of the flexibility of the approximation comes from
q(u), using this form of conditional GP for q(f(x) |u) means that the approximation cannot
be written as a parametric model, and does not suffer the degenerate behaviour associated
with the DTC approximation (20).
We must also choose some approximate posterior distribution q(u), whose exact form
will depend on the likelihood p(y | f(x)) as we shall discuss momentarily.
2.4.2 The ELBO
Variational Bayes proceeds by maximizing the Evidence Lower Bound (ELBO), which in-
directly minimizes the Kullback-Leibler objective. By expanding the true posterior using
Bayes’ rule, and substituting this into equation (21), we have
KL [q(f(x)) ‖ p(f(x) |y)] = −Eq(f(x))
[
log
p(y | f(x)) p(f(x))
q(f(x))
]
+ log p(y)
, −ELBO+ log p(y) . (23)
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To obtain a tractable ELBO for Gaussian processes, we factor both prior and approximate
posterior processes into conditional GPs, conditioning on: the inducing input points and
values (Z,u); the data pairs (X, f); the remainder of the process f(x). The prior distribution
on the process p(f(x)) can be written p(u)p(f |u)p(f | f ,u), with
p(u) = N (0, Kuu)
p(f |u) = N
(
KfuK
−1
uuu, Kff −KfuK−1uuK>fu
)
p(f(x) | f ,u) = GP (m?(x), k?(x, x′)) .
(24)
where m?(x) and k?(x, x′) are the usual Gaussian process conditional mean and variance,
conditioned on both f and u. The approximate posterior process can be factored similarly:
q(f |u) = N
(
KfuK
−1
uuu, Kff −KfuK−1uuK>fu
)
,
q(f(x) | f ,u) = GP (m?(x), k?(x, x′)) . (25)
Noting that the two processes are the same, aside for p(u) and q(u), substituting into
equation (23) significantly simplifies the ELBO:
ELBO = Eq(u)q(f |u)
[
log p(y | f)]− Eq(u) [log q(u)p(u)
]
. (26)
2.4.3 The optimal approximation
It is possible to show that the distribution qˆ(u) that maximizes the ELBO is given by
log qˆ(u) = Eq(f |u) [log p(y | f)] + log p(u) + const. (27)
This distribution is intractable for general likelihoods, but can be well approximated us-
ing MCMC methods. Parameters of the covariance function can be incorporated into the
MCMC scheme in a straightforward manner, see Hensman et al. (2015a) for details.
2.4.4 Gaussian approximations
A computationally cheaper method than sampling qˆ(u) is to approximate it using a Gaussian
distribution, and to optimize the ELBO with respect to the mean and covariance of the
approximating distribution, in order to minimize the KL divergence (Hensman et al., 2015b).
If the approximating Gaussian distribution q(u) has mean m and covariance Σ, then the
entire approximating process is a GP, with
q(f(x)) =
∫
q(u)q(f(x) |u) du
= GP
(
ku(x)
>K−1uum, k(x, x
′) + ku(x)>(K−1uuΣK
−1
uu −K−1uu)ku(x′)
)
. (28)
The covariance function parameters can be estimated by optimization of the ELBO
alongside the variational parameters, which leads to approximate maximum likelihood es-
timation. This may lead to some bias in the estimation of the parameters (Turner and
Sahani, 2011), but the method is reported to work well in practice (Chai, 2012; Hensman
et al., 2015b; Lloyd et al., 2015; Dezfouli and Bonilla, 2015).
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2.4.5 Gaussian likelihood
For the special case where the data-likelihood p(yn | f(xn)) is Gaussian with noise-variance
σ2n, the optimal distribution for q is given by
qˆ(u) = N
(
mˆ, Σˆ
)
, with Σˆ = [K−1uu + σ
−2
n K
−1
uuKufK
>
ufK
−1
uu]
−1 ,
mˆ = σ−2n ΣˆKufy ,
(29)
and the ELBO at this optimal point is
ELBO (qˆ) = logN (y | 0, KfuK−1uuKuf + σ2nI)− 12σ−2n tr(Kff −KfuK−1uuKuf) . (30)
This expression might give the misleading impression that this approximation resembles the
DTC method (described by Quin˜onero-Candela and Rasmussen, 2005) if one interprets the
matrix KfuK
−1
uuKuf as an approximate prior. However, prediction in the variational ap-
proximation does not suffer the same degenerate behaviour as DTC (Titsias, 2009; Hensman
et al., 2013).
2.4.6 Prediction
Prediction in the variational approximation to Gaussian processes differs from the view
given in Quin˜onero-Candela and Rasmussen (2005), and it is here that the elegance of the
method is apparent. It is not necessary to make any additional approximations at predict-
time, since the whole process has already been approximated. For Gaussian posteriors (and
Gaussian approximate posteriors), one simply evaluates the GP (equation (28)). For non
Gaussian approximations to q(u), one must average the conditional equation (22) under
q(u).
2.5 Linking conditioning and decomposition
The sparse-variational methodology that we have presented involved factoring the Gaussian
process as p(f(x)) = p(f(x) |u)p(u). A related and useful concept is decomposition of
the process: we will make use of such a decomposition in sebsequent sections to derive
Variational Fourier Features.
Let f(x) ∼ GP(0, k(x, x′)). We can decompose f as the sum of two independent Gaus-
sian processes:
g(x) ∼ GP(0, ku(x)>K−1uuku(x′)) , (31)
h(x) ∼ GP(0, k(x, x′)− ku(x)>K−1uuku(x′)) , (32)
f(x) = g(x) + h(x). (33)
It is clear from the additivity of the covariance functions that this sum recovers the correct
covariance for f(x). Note that the covariance of h(x) is the same as for p(f(x) |u). We say
that g(x) is the projection of f(x) onto u, and h(x) is the orthogonal complement of g(x).
Figure 1 shows the decomposition of a Gaussian process using inducing points and also
with the Fourier features that we shall derive in this document.
In the variational approximation, the posterior is controlled through the variables u,
and the conditional p(f(x) |u) remains the same in the approximate posterior as in the
9
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−2
0
2
f ∼ GP h(x) g(x)
= +
−2 −1 0 1 2
−2
0
2
−2 −1 0 1 2 −2 −1 0 1 2
= +
Figure 1: Decomposition of a Gaussian process with a Mate´rn-32 covariance function (σ =
1, ` = 0.2) using inducing points (top) and Variational Fourier Features (bottom).
The shaded region represents two standard deviations, and samples from the
processes are shown as black lines. In the top row, the positions of the 16 inducing
points are marked in black; on the bottom row 31 frequencies (hence 63 inducing
variables) are used and vertical lines denote the boundary of the projection [a, b].
Note the variance of h(x) is zero wherever there is an inducing point (top). In the
bottom row, the variance is close to zero for a continuous stretch (where the data
should live); in this region h(x) contains only high-frequency functions that we
have failed to capture with the Fourier features. The variance increases towards
the boundaries: since all Fourier basis functions have the same value at a and
b, they cannot fit functions with different values in a and b and this is left as a
residual. Instead of adding more basis functions, such as a linear one, to account
for this, we advocate for choosing an interval [a, b] larger than the data.
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prior. In terms of the projection, we see that the process g(x) is completely controlled by
the variables u and the process h(x) is completely independent of u. This is borne out by
the independence relations of the processes, formally:
g(x) |u = GP
(
ku(x)
>K−1uuu, 0
)
, (34)
h(x) |u = h(x) . (35)
The assumption of the sparse variational framework is that the posterior process can be
captured by the random variables u, or equivalently by the process g(x). The power of the
framework lies in the fact that the ELBO can be used to evaluate whether the projection
is sufficient, and that the orthogonal part h(x) is not discarded but taken into account in
the ELBO computation and incorporated fully at predict time. The ELBO encapsulates
the degree to which the posterior can be captured by g(x) (or equivalently u).
2.6 Inter-domain approaches
The most common method for efficient approximation of Gaussian processes is based on
the idea of inducing variables, denoted um = f(zm) in the above. A powerful idea is to
generalize this, allowing a different decomposition of the process by constructing linear
combinations of the process values as projections, instead of simple evaluations.
Previous work that has considered inter-domain approaches has suggested that the cor-
responding features have better ability to represent complicated functions (Figueiras-Vidal
and La´zaro-Gredilla, 2009) than the inducing points approach, and have promise for appli-
cations in multiple-output settings (Alvarez and Lawrence, 2009).
In inter-domain Gaussian process approximations, the idea is to change
um = f(zm) (36)
to a projection
um =
∫
f(x) dµm(x) , (37)
so that the variable um is more informative about the process, and in turn the projection
onto u is able to capture more information about the posterior.
The utility of the variable um depends mostly on its covariance with the remainder of
the process, which is encapsulated in the vector-valued function ku(x). This vector plays
a similar role in the variational method to the feature vector φ(x) in the Fourier-based
approximate models of Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. The remit of this work is to construct
inducing variables u such that ku(x) contains sinusoidal functions as is φ(x), which we will
do by using Fourier projections of the process.
The central challenge is that the Fourier transform of the process does not make a
valid inducing variable because its variance would be infinite. To make valid and useful
inducing variables, Matthews et al. (2016) have shown that the inducing variables um must
be “deterministic, conditioned on the whole latent function”. In the following section, we
construct valid inducing variables and examine their properties.
11
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3. Variational Fourier Features
Our goal is to combine the variational sparse GP idea with Fourier features, so that the
approximating process in (22) contains a mean function which is built from sinusoids, like
the φ(x) features in the Fourier-features approximate model (15).
This is more tricky than it first appears. An initial idea would be to define um as the
Fourier transform of the process, so that ku(x) = cov(u, x) ∝ φ(x). The question is, what
would the Kuu matrix be? One might hope for a diagonal matrix related to the spectral
content of the kernel s(ω), but as we discuss in Section 3.1, the Fourier transform of a
stationary GP has diverging variance, i.e. this matrix is not defined.
To proceed, we need to make two alterations to the initial idea, which we outline in
Sections 3.2 and 3.3. First we must window the domain, in order to obtain variables with
finite variance (Section 3.2). Second, since these variables do not have an elegant form,
we switch from an L2 integral to one under the RKHS norm (Section 3.3). Subsequently,
we show that our approach has covariance structures that make for efficient computations
(Section 3.4), and conclude this section by explaining the behaviour of our approximation
outside the windowing box (Section 3.5).
3.1 The trouble with Fourier features
In the variational sparse GP (Section 2.4) we made use of the random variables um = f(zm).
To obtain a Fourier-based approximation, we might consider the inter-domain variables
um =
∫∞
−∞ f(t)e
−iωmt dt. It is straightforward to show that such variables have zero mean
and infinite variance, and so will not be useful in the variational framework; nonetheless
the properties of the variables are interesting as we now demonstrate.
In order to use um as an inducing variable, we would require both cov(um, f(x)) and
cov(um, um′) which make up the entries in ku(x) and Kuu respectively. If f is drawn from
a GP with zero mean and covariance k(x, x′), then formally we may write
cov(um, f(x)) = E [umf(x)] =
∫ ∞
−∞
E[f(t)f(x)]e−iωmt dt =
∫ ∞
−∞
k(t, x)e−iωmt dt . (38)
To solve this integral, we can first plug in the definition of the kernel function in terms
of the spectrum (7), and then change the order of integration, giving
cov(um, f(x)) =
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
s(ω)eiω(t−x) dω e−iωmt dt = s(ωm)e−iωmx . (39)
This initially appears promising: the covariance function is a sinusoid rescaled by the rele-
vant spectrum and the elements of ku(x) have the desired form. The corresponding elements
of Kuu are given by the (co)variance of um. It is here that problems arise. Denoting the
complex conjugate of um as u¯m,
cov(um, um′) = E [umu¯m′ ] =
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
k(t, t′)e−iωmt dt eiωm′ t
′
dt′ = s(ωm)δ(ωm − ωm′) ,
(40)
where δ(·) is Dirac’s delta. This implies that the matrix Kuu is diagonal, but with undefined
entries on the diagonal. This result shows that it is simply not possible to use the Fourier
transform of the whole GP as a valid inducing variable.
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One approach to address this issue might be to take a power-averaged Fourier transform
of the form
um = lim
a→∞
1
a
∫ a/2
−a/2
f(t)e−iωmt dt . (41)
Unfortunately, this still does not yield useful features, because the variables um are now
independent of the function at any particular value. Writing formally:
cov(um, f(x)) = E[umf(x)] = lim
a→∞
1
a
∫ a/2
−a/2
k(x, t)e−iωmr dt = 0 . (42)
As recognised by Figueiras-Vidal and La´zaro-Gredilla (2009), the only way to obtain valid
features is to specify an input density (cf. Williams and Seeger, 2000). We proceed by
considering a uniform input density on the interval [a, b].
3.2 L2 Fourier features on [a, b]
The reason that the Fourier transform of a GP behaves so strangely is that it must explain
the behaviour over the whole real line. One might interpret the Fourier transform at a
particular frequency as a sum of all the random variables in the GP (i.e. integrating over
the real line) multiplied by a sinusoidal weight. The result is a Gaussian random variable,
but unless the weight decays to zero at infinity, the result has infinite variance.
Our solution to this diverging integral is to window the integral. Figueiras-Vidal and
La´zaro-Gredilla (2009) also use a window to ensure convergence of the integral, but their
choice of a Gaussian windowing function means that the result is tractable only for Gaussian
(squared exponential) covariance functions, and does not admit a diagonal form for Kuu.
We will apply a square window, effectively changing the integration limits to a and b:
um =
∫ b
a
f(t)e−iωm(t−a) dt . (43)
In addition, we will assume that the frequency ωm is harmonic on the interval [a, b]; that is
ωm =
2pim
b− a . (44)
For x ∈ [a, b], the covariance between such inducing variables and the GP at x is
cov(um, f(x)) = E [umf(x)] =
∫ b
a
E[f(t)f(x)]e−iωm(t−a) dt =
∫ b
a
k(t, x)e−iωm(t−a) dt . (45)
These integrals are tractable for Mate´rn kernels. As detailed in Appendix A, we obtain
the following results for Mate´rn-12 kernels:
cov(um, f(x)) = s1/2(ωm)e
iωm(x−a) + s1/2(ωm)
1
2λ
(
λ[−ea−x − ex−b] + iωm[ea−x − ex−b]
)
.
(46)
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Similarly, the covariance between two inducing variables also has a closed form expression.
A complete derivation is given in Appendix A for the Mate´rn-12 case. These inter-domain
inducing variables have two desirable properties: they have finite variance and their as-
sociated covariance matrix Kuu can be written as a diagonal matrix plus some rank one
matrices (two in the Mate´rn-12 case).
Figure 2 illustrates entries of the feature vector ku(x) = cov(um, f(x)), and compares
them to the RKHS features that we shall derive in the next section. We see from the Figure
that the covariance function cov(um, f(x)) is almost sinusoidal in x for a region sufficiently
far from the boundaries a and b. The ‘edge effects’ depend on the involved frequency as
well as the lengthscale parameter of the kernel.
We have constructed inducing variables that are valid (in the sense that they have
finite variance), but the result is somewhat inelegant: the expressions for cov(um, f(x) and
cov(um, um′) are long for the Mate´rn-
1
2 kernel and become trickier (but still tractable) for
higher orders. We abandon them at this stage in preference of the RKHS-based inducing
variables that we derive in the next section. These have preferable edge effects and an
elegant expressions for the required covariances.
3.3 RKHS Fourier features on [a, b]
In the previous section we saw that choosing inducing variables of the form ui =
〈f, cos(ω(x− a)〉L2 or ui = 〈f, sin(ω(x− a)〉L2 resulted in features that are very distinct
from cosine and sine functions. In this section, we replace the L2 inner product by the
RKHS inner product ui = 〈f, cos(ω(x− a)〉H in order to guarantee that the features are ex-
actly the sine and cosine functions. As we will discuss later, a direct asset of this approach is
that the simple expression of the features makes the computation of the covariances between
inducing variables much easier.
We start with a truncated Fourier basis defined similarly to (12)
φ(x) = [1, cos(ω1(x− a)), . . . , cos(ωM (x− a)), sin(ω1(x− a)), . . . , sin(ωM (x− a))]> , (47)
where we include the constant basis function, φ0(x) = 1, accounting for ωm = 0, and define
ωm =
2pim
b−a as previously.
A key RKHS result (see Berlinet and Thomas-Agnan, 2004, Theorem 11), is that if
F = span(φ) is a subspace of a RKHS H, then F has the kernel
kF (x, x′) = φ(x)>K−1φφφ(x
′) , (48)
where Kφφ[m,m
′] = 〈φm, φm′〉H is the Gram matrix of φ in H. By this, we mean that for
any function f ∈ F , 〈f, kF (·, x)〉H = f(x). Furthermore, the coordinate of the projection of
a function h ∈ H onto φm is defined as
Pφm(h) = 〈h, φm〉H . (49)
Since F ⊂ H, k(x, x′) − kF (x, x′) is a positive definite function corresponding to the
kernel of F⊥, and we can decompose the GP in a similar way to (33) which gives
g(x) ∼ GP(0, φ(x)>K−1φφφ(x′)) , (50)
h(x) ∼ GP(0, k(x, x′)− φ(x)>K−1φφφ(x′)) , (51)
f(x) = g(x) + h(x) . (52)
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Figure 2: The covariance cov(um, f(x)) as a function of x for the Mate´rn-
1
2 (top), Mate´rn-
3
2
(middle) and Mate´rn-52 (bottom) kernels, using L2 Fourier features (left column)
and RKHS Fourier features (right column). The red and blue lines represent the
real and imaginary parts of the covariance. The boundaries of the projection
[a, b] are marked by vertical dashed lines. The L2 features are wiggly with
overwhelming edge effects, whereas the RKHS features are exactly sinusoids for
x ∈ [a, b]. Beyond the boundaries, the covariance reverts to zero in a way which
depends on the smoothness of the kernel and the lengthscale parameter. We have
used ωm = 16pi/(b− a), and a lengthscale of ` = (b− a)/10.
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For this to be valid we need two things: F must be included in H and the matrix Kφφ
must be invertible. The first is not true in general (Mate´rn RKHS over R or the RBF and
Brownian RKHS on [0, 1] are counter examples) but has been proved to be true for Mate´rn
kernels over [a, b] (Durrande et al., 2016). The second is a direct conclusion of the linear
independence between the elements of φ. Furthermore, Durrande et al. (2016) also detail
the closed-form expressions of the inner products for the Mate´rn-12 , Mate´rn-
3
2 and Mate´rn-
5
2
RKHSs. These expressions, which are repeated in Appendix B, are of particular interest
here since they allow us to compute the entries of the Kφφ matrix. Although we refer to
the above reference for the constructive proof of these expressions, it is easy to check that
the reproducing property is satisfied. For example, the expression given in the appendix for
a Mate´rn-12 RKHS over [a, b] is
〈g, h〉H1/2 =
1
2λσ2
∫ b
a
(
λg(t) + g′(t)
) (
λh(t) + h′(t)
)
dt+
1
σ2
g(a)h(a) , (53)
so we can write for any function g that is continuous and (weakly) differentiable〈
g, k1
2
(x, ·)
〉
H1/2
=
1
2λσ2
(∫ x
a
(
λg(t) + g′(t)
)
2λσ2eλ(t−x) dt+
∫ b
x
0 dt
)
+ g(a)eλ(a−x)
(54)
=
∫ x
a
λg(t)eλ(t−x) dt+
[
g(t)eλ(t−x)
]x
a
−
∫ x
a
g(t)λeλ(t−x) dt+ g(a)eλ(a−x)
(55)
= g(x)− g(a)eλ(a−x) + g(a)eλ(a−x) (56)
= g(x) . (57)
Another property of this inner product is that the Gram matrix Kφφ has a particular
structure which allows to reduce drastically the computational burden of computing and
inverting Kφφ. This will be addressed in Section 3.4.
3.3.1 The corresponding random variables
To interpret these results from a Gaussian process point of view, we need to find the inducing
variables u that would lead to the exact same decomposition.
We would like to use the RKHS inner product between the sinusoids and the GP sample
path in place of the L2 inner product (43), but since GP samples do not belong the RKHS
(Driscoll, 1973), it is a priori not possible to apply Pφm to f and define um = 〈φm, f〉H. For
example, the Mate´rn-12 inner product involves derivatives whereas the Mate´rn-
1
2 samples
are not differentiable anywhere. However, using the fact that the functions from φ are very
regular, it is possible to extend the operators Pφm : h 7→ 〈φm, h〉H to square integrable
functions using integration by parts. For the Mate´rn-12 kernel, integrating (53) results in
Pφm(h) =
1
2λσ2
(∫ b
a
h(λ2φm − φ′′m) dt+ h(b)
(
λφm(b) + φ
′
m(b)
)
+ h(a)
(
λφm(a)− φ′m(a)
))
.
(58)
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Note that the function h does not need to be differentiated, and so it is possible to apply this
functional to a sample from the GP. Similar results apply for the Mate´rn-32 and Mate´rn-
5
2
kernels. It is now possible to apply these operators to the Gaussian process in order to
construct the inducing variables,
um = Pφm(f) . (59)
The covariance of the inducing variables with the function values is given by
cov(um, f(x)) = E[umf(x)] = E[Pφm(f)f(x)] = Pφm (k(x, ·)) = φm(x) (60)
which is valid for a ≤ x ≤ b. This means that ku(x) = φ(x) when x ∈ [a, b]. Similarly the
covariance of the features is given by
cov(um, um′) = E[umum′ ] = E[Pφm(f)Pφm′ (f)] = Pφm(φm′) = 〈φm, φm′〉H , (61)
and so we have Kuu = Kφφ.
3.4 Covariance structures for RKHS Fourier features
To compute the covariance matrix Kuu, we return again to the closed-form expressions
for the inner product provided by Durrande et al. (2016), substituting the basis functions
φm and φm′ appropriately. The solutions are tractable, and we detail in the appendix the
expressions of Kuu for the first three half-integer Mate´rn kernels. One striking property
of the resulting Kuu is that they can be written as a diagonal matrix plus a few rank one
matrices. For example in the Mate´rn-12 case we find that Kuu is equal to a diagonal matrix
plus a rank one matrix,
Kuu = diag(α) + ββ
> , (62)
with
α =
b− a
2
[
2s(0)−1, s(ω1)−1, . . . , s(ωM )−1, s(ω1)−1, . . . , s(ωM )−1
]>
, (63)
β =
[
σ−1 , σ−1 , . . . , σ−1 , 0 , . . . , 0
]>
. (64)
As shown in the appendix, Kuu still has a similar structure for higher order Mate´rn kernels:
in the Mate´rn-32 case, it is the sum of a diagonal matrix and two rank one matrices and in
the Mate´rn-52 case, it is the sum of a diagonal matrix and three rank one matrices.
Since Kuu has a low-rank plus diagonal form, one of the usual computational bottlenecks
in the variational framework, solving K−1uuKuf , can be done in O(NM) operations, rather
than the standard O(NM2), by a straightforward application of the Woodbury matrix
identity.
This low-rank plus diagonal structure was not published previously in Durrande et al.
(2016); we believe that we are the first to make use of this result for computational efficiency
and we expect it to provide similar superior computational benefits as the pure diagonal
structure in Solin and Sa¨rkka¨ (2014).
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φm(x), x ∈ [a, b] Mate´rn-12 Mate´rn-32 Mate´rn-52
cos(ωm(x− a)) e−λr (1 + λr)e−λr (1 + λr + 12(λ2 − ω2m)r2)e−λr
sin(ωm(x− a)) 0 srωme−λr srωm(1 + λr)e−λr
Table 1: The covariance cov(um, f(x)) for x outside the interval [a, b]. Here, we define r as
the absolute distance to the closest edge (a or b), and s to be 1 for x < a and −1
for x > b.
3.5 Predicting outside the interval [a, b]
In the preceding sections, we have defined our inducing variables and how they covary with
the function; we have assumed throughout that we wish to examine a point on the latent
function in the pre-defined interval [a, b]. This does not pose a problem at training time,
since we can easily define [a, b] to contain all the data. For prediction we may need to
predict outside this interval. For a point on the function f(x) outside the interval [a, b], the
covariance with the inducing variables is still well defined, though the form is slightly more
complicated than the simple sinusoids inside the interval.
To obtain the expressions for the covariance beyond [a, b], we apply the closed-form
expression for the covariance (58), this time for cov(um, f(x)) = cov(Pφm(f), f(x)) with
x > b and x < a. After some fairly elementary simplifications, the results are shown in
Table 1, and illustrated in Figure 2. The result is that the covariance function cov(um, f(x))
returns to zero beyond the boundary, with smoothness that depends on the order of the
kernel.
4. Extending the applicable kernel family
In the above we have focused on the Mate´rn family of kernels in one dimension. In this
section we will expand the approach to higher-dimensional inputs using sums and products
of kernels.
4.1 Additive kernels
A straightforward way to produce a Gaussian process prior on multiple inputs (say D) is
to use a sum of independent Gaussian processes, one for each input:
f(x) =
D∑
d=1
fd(xd) , fd ∼ GP
(
0, kd(xd, x
′
d)
)
, (65)
where xd is the dth element in x and kd(·, ·) is a kernel defined on a scalar input space. This
construction leads to a Gaussian process with an additive kernel, that is we can write
f(x) ∼ GP
(
0,
D∑
d=1
kd(xd, x
′
d)
)
. (66)
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Additive kernel structures have been explored by Durrande et al. (2012) and Duvenaud et al.
(2011), who have shown that these kernels are well suited to high-dimensional problems.
To use our Variational Fourier Features approach with an additive kernel, we assume that
each function fd(xd) has a Mate´rn covariance function, and decompose each of these GPs.
We construct a matrix of features, with elements
um,d = Pφm(fd) . (67)
The result is that we have DM features. By construction, we see that features from different
GPs are independent, cov(um,d, um,d′) = 0, and that the covariance between features for
the same dimension follows the construction for a single dimension. It is straightforward to
exploit these independence structures for computational scalability during inference.
4.2 Separable kernels
A kernel is said to be separable if it can be written as a product of kernels with no shared
inputs. This means that for any D-dimensional input x, we can write
k(x,x′) =
D∏
d=1
kd(xd, x
′
d) . (68)
We can construct Variational Fourier Features for such a product kernel if each sub-kernel
is in the Mate´rn family.
This formulation of separability has been extensively used in speeding up GP inference
(see, e.g., Saatc¸i, 2012; Stegle et al., 2011) by writing the covariance matrix as a Kronecker
product of the individual covariance matrices. These speed-ups usually require the data
to be aligned with a regular or rectilinear grids (see, e.g., Solin et al., 2016), though some
approaches exist to extend to observations beyond the grid (Wilson et al., 2014; Nickson
et al., 2015), requiring additional approximations.
In contrast, our approach of decomposing the kernel naturally leads to a Kronecker
structure, even for irregularly spaced data. Let f(x) ∼ GP
(
0,
∏
d kd(xd, x
′
d)
)
, and define a
vector of features as the Kronecker product of features over each dimension,
φ(x) =
D⊗
d=1
[φ1(xd), . . . , φM (xd)]
> , (69)
so that each of the MD elements of φ(x) is a product of one-dimensional functions∏
d φ
(d)
i (xd). We define a hyper-rectangular boundary given by
∏
d[ad, bd], and define the
inducing variables u using a projection similar to the one-dimensional case
um = Pφm(f) , (70)
where we use the norm of the Hilbert space associated with the product kernel. The
covariance between an inducing point um and the function is then given by
cov(um, f(x)) = E[Pφm(f)f(x)] = Pφm(k(x, ·)) =
D∏
d=1
φ(d)m (xd) = φm(x) . (71)
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Extending the covariance function beyond the boundary follows similarly to the one-
dimensional case above. The covariance between inducing variables is given by
cov(um, u
′
m) =
∏
d
〈
φ(d)m , φ
(d)
m′
〉
Hd
. (72)
This means that the covariance matrix Kuu has a Kronecker structure, Kuu =
⊗D
d=1 K
(d)
uu,
where each sub-matrix K
(d)
uu has the same structure as for the one-dimensional case (62).
5. Implementation details and computational complexity
In this section we give some details of our implementation of the methods proposed, and
consider the theoretical computational complexity of each. To make use of the RKHS
Fourier features that we have derived, the expressions given for Kuu and ku(x) can simply
be plugged in to the variational framework described in Section 2.4.
5.1 Implementation
All of the methods in this paper and all of the code to replicate the experiments in Section
6 are available at http://github.com/jameshensman/VFF. We made use of TensorFlow
(Abadi et al., 2015) and GPflow (Matthews et al., 2017) to construct model classes in
Python. Some simple matrix classes in Python assisted with computing efficient solutions
to low-rank matrix problems (e.g. solving K−1uum). Using TensorFlow’s automatic differen-
tiation made application of gradient based optimization straightforward.
5.2 The one-dimensional case
Consider first problems with only one input dimension. The sparse variational framework
discussed in Section 2.4 gives three methods: if the likelihood is Gaussian, then it is possible
to compute the optimal posterior in closed form (as per Titsias, 2009), if the likelihood is not
Gaussian we can approximate the posterior with a Gaussian or use MCMC on the optimal
distribution.
For the Gaussian case, we see that the computation of the optimal posterior (equa-
tion (29)) is dominated by the matrix multiplication KufKfu, which costs O(NM2) opera-
tions. In our case, since Kfu does not depend on the kernel parameters, this multiplication
only needs to be computed once before optimizing (or sampling) the covariance function
parameters. To compute the posterior mean and covariance, we must invert an M ×M
matrix, so the cost per iteration is O(M3), after the initial cost of O(NM2).
For the non-Gaussian case with a Gaussian approximation we must compute the
marginals of q(f), in order to evaluate the ELBO (equation (26)) for optimization. We
parameterize the Gaussian covariance using a lower-triangular matrix L, so Σ = LL>, and
the computational cost is dominated by the matrix multiplication KfuK
−1
uuL. Even though
the matrix Kuu has computationally-convenient structure, we cannot avoid a dense matrix
multiplication in this case. It may be possible that by assuming some structure for the
approximate covariance, computation could be reduced, but we leave investigation of that
line for future research.
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We note however that the Gaussian approximation does lend itself to stochastic opti-
mization, where the data are randomly sub-sampled (Hensman et al., 2013). In this case
the computational complexity is O(N˜M2), where N˜ is the size of the minibatch.
For the MCMC approach, evaluating the unnormalised distribution (27) and its deriva-
tive costs O(NM) per iteration, since again the cost is dominated by the computation of the
marginals of q(f |u), which requires only the product KfuK−1uu, and the low-rank structure
of Kuu enables this to be computed efficiently.
5.3 The additive case
If we consider the kernel to be a sum of kernels over D input dimensions (Section 4.1),
then we again have access to the three methods provided by the sparse GP framework. In
this case, the number of inducing variables is 2MD + 1, since we have M frequencies per
dimension, with sine and cosine terms.
For the method with a Gaussian likelihood, the cost is O(D3M3) per iteration, with
an initial cost of O(NM2D2), following the arguments above. When the likelihood is
non-Gaussian, with a Gaussian approximation to the posterior, the cost is O(NM2D2).
However, if we assume that the posterior factorizes over the dimensions, then the cost can
be reduced to O(NM2D) (Adam et al., 2016).
For an MCMC approach, the cost is again dominated by the computation of KfuK
−1
uu,
which must be done once for each dimension and so the cost is O(NMD). We note that
these operations can be effectively distributed on multiple machines (in our implementation
this can be done by TensorFlow), since Kuu is a block-diagonal matrix.
5.4 The Kronecker case
If we use a separable kernel made from a product of kernels over the D dimensions as
discussed in Section 4.2, then the number of inducing variables grows exponentially with
the input dimension to (2M)D. This gives the potential for a very detailed representation,
with many basis functions, and the Kronecker structure can be exploited for efficiency in
some cases. However, this approximation will be unsuitable for large D.
For the case with Gaussian noise, it is not straightforward to avoid computing the inverse
of the MD ×MD matrix, and so the cost is O(M3D). It may be possible, however, that
some efficient methods for solving linear systems might be applicable (e.g. Filippone and
Engler, 2015), though we leave that avenue for future work.
For the case with a Gaussian approximation to q(u), we can exploit the Kronecker
structure of the model. We note the relationship to the work of Nickson et al. (2015),
which used the inducing-point approach, with the points confined to a regular lattice. In
their work, the covariance structure of the approximation was constrained to also have a
Kronecker structure, which appeared to work well in the cases considered. However, our
experiments suggest (Section 6.3) that this approximation may not be sufficient in all cases.
Our proposal is to use a sum of two Kronecker structured matrices:
q(u) = N (m, S) , where S =
D⊗
d=1
LdL
>
d +
D⊗
d=1
JdJ
>
d . (73)
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Noting that we can compute the determinant of such a matrix structure in O(DM3) (see
e.g. Rakitsch et al., 2013), the computational cost of the method is then dominated by
the cost of computing the mean and marginal variances of q(f). For the mean, we first
compute K−1uum which costs O(MD) (making use of the low-rank structure of Kuu), and
then Kfu(K
−1
uum), which costs O(NMD). In computing the marginal variances of q(f), the
additive structure of S poses no problem, and the Kronecker structures mean that KfuK
−1
uuS
can be computed in O(NM2D). Again, it is possible to make use of stochastic optimization
to reduce the cost per iteration.
In the MCMC case, the cost is once again dominated by computing the marginals of
q(f |u), which costs O(NMD).
5.5 Centring of variables for MCMC
For an effective MCMC scheme, it is necessary to re-centre the variables u using a square-
root of Kuu (Christensen et al., 2006; Vanhatalo and Vehtari, 2007; Murray and Adams,
2010; Filippone et al., 2013; Hensman et al., 2015a) such that
v ∼ N (0, I) , (74)
u = K
1/2
uu v , (75)
which gives u ∼ N (0,Kuu). For dense Kuu matrices, the square root K1/2uu is often chosen
to be the Cholesky factor, but the structured Kuu described above has a more convenient
square root, given by concatenating the two parts into
R =
[
diag(α)
1
2 , β
]
(76)
so that RR> = diag(α) + ββ> = Kuu. Since R has an extra column (or two or three
extra columns for Mate´rn-32 and Mate´rn-
5
2 respectively) we require an extra variable(s) in
the vector v.
6. Experiments
This Section provides empirical evidence and examples of how the Variational Fourier Fea-
tures method works in practice. We first cover some illustrative toy examples, which under-
line the accuracy of the approximation and the influence of the approximation parameters.
After this we address three standard test examples for GP regression (for high- and low-
dimensional inputs) and classification, where we show the method provides accurate predic-
tions, and does so extremely fast. Finally, we examine how the approximation approaches
the posterior in the MCMC case by examining a simple log Gaussian Cox process dataset.
6.1 Illustrative examples
Our Variational Fourier Features (VFF) method has two tuning parameters which affect
the approximation: the number of Fourier features M , and the choice of the bounds a and
b. In this Section the effects related to tuning these parameters are demonstrated.
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6.1.1 Regression
To perform GP regression with Variational Fourier Features, one simply takes the expres-
sions given for standard GP approximations (equations (28) and (29)) and substitutes
Kuu, Kuf and ku(x) appropriately. Figure 3 compares the VFF approximation with Ran-
dom Fourier Features on a trivial but illuminating regression experiment.
We started by fitting a ‘full’ GP model (i.e. with inversion of the dense covariance ma-
trix), maximising the likelihood with respect to the kernel’s variance parameter, lengthscale
parameter and the noise variance. We then used these fitted values to compare variational
and Random Fourier Features.
The Random Fourier Features method has some attractive convergence properties
(Rahimi and Recht, 2008), as well as being simple to implement. Here we show empir-
ically that the VFF method approaches the true posterior much faster, in terms of the
number of basis functions used.
This experiment uses a Mate´rn-12 kernel. The corresponding spectral density is propor-
tional to a Cauchy distribution, which has heavy tails. The frequencies in Random Fourier
Features are drawn from this heavy-tailed distribution. We see from Figure 3 that this
leads to a poor Monte Carlo estimate of equation (7). With 20 random features, the fit of
the model is poor, whilst with 20 variational features, the approximation is qualitatively
better. With 100 features, the random features approach still cannot replicate the full GP,
whilst the variational method is already exact since the ELBO is tight to the likelihood to
within numerical precision. Even with 500 features, the RFF method cannot approximate
the model well.
This demonstration is exacerbated by the choice of kernel function. For other kernels
in the Mate´rn series, with spectra that behave more like a Gaussian, the problem is less
severe. Nonetheless, this demonstrates the power of Variational Fourier Features for these
models.
6.1.2 Setting a, b, and M
To use Variational Fourier Features, we must select the projection interval [a, b], as well
as the frequencies used. In all our experiments, we use the first M frequencies that are
harmonic on the interval, that is ω = [ 2pim(b−a) ]
M
m=1. Figure 4 compares the effect of changing
the interval size and the number of inducing frequencies, for a simple Gaussian regression
problem. We drew data from a Gaussian process with a Mate´rn-32 kernel (σ
2 = 1, ` = 0.2)
and added Gaussian noise (σ2n = 0.05). We used these known parameters for the series of
regression fits shown, varying [a, b] and M . The true marginal likelihood was computed to
be −15.99.
The top row has the interval set too narrow, within the region of the training data (this
is valid but not recommended!). Accordingly, the ELBO (marked in the upper left corner of
each plot) is low, no matter how many frequencies are used. In the next row, the boundary
is still too close to the data: some edge effects are visible. The low value of the ELBO
reflects the low quality oif the approximation.
In the third row, the boundary [a, b] is sufficiently far from the data. No edge effects
are visible, but we notice extra wiggles in the approximation when insufficient frequencies
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Figure 3: A comparison of our Variational Fourier Features (VFF) with Random Fourier
Features (RFF). Top row: Random Fourier Features with 20, 100, and 500 fre-
quencies. Bottom row: Variational Fourier Features with 20 and 100 frequencies,
and the full-GP fit. The kernel is a Mate´rn-12 , with variance, lengthscale and
noise variance set by maximum likelihood according to the full GP. The bounds
of the problem are set to [−1, 2] for the VFF.
are used. For sufficient frequencies, and this sensible setting of the interval, the ELBO is
close to the marginal likelihood.
The fourth row of Figure 4 shows the effect of choosing an interval that is too large.
Because we have set the frequencies to be dependent on (b− a), making this quantity large
makes the frequencies too low. Sinusoidal behaviour is visible with M = 8 or M = 16,
although a sensible solution is recovered once M = 32. Again, the ELBO reflects the
quality of the approximation.
The purpose of this experiment was to illustrate how the properties of the approximation
parameters (a, b, and M) affect the approximation. We have emphasized how the ELBO
can be examined to ensure that two key considerations are met. First, that a and b are
sufficiently far from the edges of the data. Second, that a sufficient number of frequencies
are used. We emphasize again the monotonic nature of the approximation inherited from
the variational framework: adding more features (increasing M) necessarily improves the
approximation in the KL sense.
6.1.3 Comparison with Sparse GP for various input dimensions
The computational complexity of the VFF approach increases with the dimension of the
input space. For additive kernels, we have shown that the complexity increases linearly
with input dimension, and for models with a product kernel, the computation increases
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Figure 4: Demonstration of the effect of changing the interval size [a, b] and the number of
frequencies used. Each column has an increasing number of frequencies (M =
8,M = 16,M = 32), and each row has an increasing interval size, marked by
vertical dashed lines. The data are drawn from a Mate´rn-32 kernel with Gaussian
noise, and inference is performed with the kernel parameters set to the known
values. The ELBO is shown in the top left of each plot. For reference, the true
marginal likelihood in this problem is −15.99.
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exponentially. In this section we explore the quality of our approximation in the product-
kernel case, and compare with the sparse (inducing input) approach. We measure the
time/accuracy tradeoff as a function of the input dimension and the number of inducing
variables.
We consider toy datasets with input dimension d = 1 . . . 4, with input locations drawn
uniformly over [0, 1]d. The response data are given by GP samples with products of Mate´rn-
3
2 kernels, with additive Gaussian observation noise:
xi,j ∼ U(0, 1) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 104 and 1 ≤ j ≤ d ,
f ∼ N
(
0,
d∏
j=1
k3/2(Xj ,Xj)
)
, (77)
y ∼ N (f , 0.1× I) .
Given these data, we compare two approximations: one sparse GP with M = md
inducing inputs located on a regular grid with minimal and maximal values equal to 0
and 1 for each coordinate and a VFF approximation based on a Kronecker structure with
M = (m − 1)/2 frequencies for each input dimension which also leads to md inducing
variables. For both approximations, the parameters of the covariance function were fixed
to the known values used to generate the data (lengthscales ` = 0.2, variance σ2 = 1). The
domain boundaries [a, b] that are specific to the VFF model were fixed to [−0.3, 1.3], which
seemed to be a reasonable trade-off for the various dimensions after testing a few other
values. We then compute the KL divergence between each approximation and the truth,
by comparing the ELBO to the marginal likelihood from a ‘full’ GP regression model. We
recorded the time required to compute the ELBO, and repeated the whole experiment five
times.
The results are reported in Figure 5. In one dimension, both methods have a similar
accuracy in term of KL for a given number of inducing variables but VFF appears to be
faster than sparse GPs. However the low complexity of this one dimensional model does not
allow us to measure the time accurately enough to distinguish the influence of the number
of inducing variables on the execution time. More interesting conclusions can be drawn
when the input space is greater than one: for the same number of inducing variables, VFF
is significantly faster than the sparse GP (one fewer Cholesky decomposition is required)
but the quality of the approximation is not as good as the sparse GP for the same number
of basis functions.
For a given computational time, both methods have an equivalent accuracy but with
a different number of inducing variables. The VFF basis functions appear to have less
representational power, but their structure allows faster computations. Our understanding
is that this smaller representational power of VFF can be explained by the fact that the
inducing functions need to account for variations on [a, b]d whereas the sparse GP basis
functions only need account for that on [0, 1]d: a much smaller volume, especially in high
dimensions. Note that the accuracy of the sparse GP can be improved by optimization of
the location of the inducing inputs but that would result in computation times many times
larger.
We have shown empirically that in the worst case, VFF is comparable to the sparse
GP in terms of the available computate-time/accuracy tradeoff. For other models including
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Figure 5: KL divergence versus wall clock time for sparse GPs and VFF with various num-
ber M of inducing inputs. The data is obtained by sampling a GP with Mate´rn-32
kernel (σ2 = 1, ` = 0.2) at 104 uniformly distributed input locations andN (0, 0.1)
observation noise. The KL is computed with respect to the full GP regression
model with known parameters for all models. The experiments are replicated five
times with different draws of X and y.
additive models, we expect much stronger performance from the VFF approximation, as
the following sections demonstrate.
6.2 Additive modelling of airline delays
We demonstrate the feasibility of the variational spectral approximation in a high-
dimensional GP regression example for predicting airline delays. The US flight delay pre-
diction example (see Hensman et al., 2013, for the original example) has reached the status
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of a standard test dataset in Gaussian process regression, partly because of its large-scale
non-stationary nature and partly because of the massive size of the dataset with nearly
6 million records.
This example has recently been used by Deisenroth and Ng (2015), where it was solved
using distributed Gaussian processes. Samo and Roberts (2016) use this example for demon-
strating the computational efficiency of string Gaussian processes. Furthermore, Adam
et al. (2016) bring this problem forward as an example of a dataset, where the model can
be formed by the addition of multiple underlying components.
The dataset consists of flight arrival and departure times for every commercial flight in
the USA for the year 2008. Each record is complemented with details on the flight and the
aircraft. The eight covariates x are the same as in Hensman et al. (2013), namely the age
of the aircraft (number of years since deployment), route distance, airtime, departure time,
arrival time, day of the week, day of the month, and month. We predict the delay of the
aircraft at landing (in minutes), y.
Following the proposed solution by Adam et al. (2016) for this estimation problem, we
use a Gaussian process regression model with a prior covariance structure given as a sum
of Mate´rn-32 covariance functions for each input dimension, and assume the observations to
be corrupted by independent Gaussian noise, εi ∼ N (0, σ2n). The model is
f(x) ∼ GP
(
0,
8∑
d=1
k(xd, x
′
d)
)
, (78)
yi = f(xi) + εi , (79)
for i = 1, 2, . . . , N . For the Variational Fourier Feature method (VFF), we used M = 30
frequencies per input dimension.
We consider the entire dataset of 5.93 million records. To provide comparable predic-
tions, we follow the test setup in the paper by Samo and Roberts (2016), where results
were calculated using String GPs (their method), the Bayesian committee machine (BCM,
Tresp, 2000), the robust Bayesian committee machine (rBCM, Deisenroth and Ng, 2015),
and stochastic variational GP inference (SVIGP, Hensman et al., 2013). The SVIGP used
a squared-exponential kernel with one lengthscale per dimension. We repeated the SVIGP
experiments of Samo and Roberts (2016) to complete the table for larger datasets and
predictive densities.
Predictions are made for several subset sizes of the data, each selected uniformly at
random: 10,000, 100,000, 1,000,000, and 5,929,413 (all data). In each case, two thirds of
the data is used for training and one third for testing. For each subset size, the training is
repeated ten times, and for each run, the outputs are normalized by subtracting the training
sample mean from the outputs and dividing the result by the sample standard deviation. In
the VFF method, the inputs were normalized to [0, 1] and the domain size was set to [−2, 3],
i.e. the boundary is at a distance of two times the range of the data for each dimension.
Table 2 shows the predictive mean squared errors (MSEs) and the negative log predictive
densities (NLPDs) with one standard deviation on the airline arrival delays experiment. In
this form the MSEs over the normalized data can be interpreted as a fraction of the sample
variance of airline arrival delays. Thus a MSE of 1.00 is an accuracy equivalent to using the
training mean as predictor. The results for the String GP method are included for reference
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N 10,000 100,000 1,000,000 5,929,413
MSE NLPD MSE NLPD MSE NLPD MSE NLPD
VFF 0.89 ± 0.15 1.362 ± 0.091 0.82 ± 0.05 1.319 ± 0.030 0.83 ± 0.01 1.326 ± 0.008 0.827 ± 0.004 1.324 ± 0.003
Full-RBF 0.89 ± 0.16 1.349 ± 0.098 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Full-additive 0.89 ± 0.16 1.362 ± 0.096 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
SVIGP 0.89 ± 0.16 1.354 ± 0.096 0.79 ± 0.05 1.299 ± 0.033 0.79 ± 0.01 1.301 ± 0.009 0.791 ± 0.005 1.300 ± 0.003
String GP† 1.03 ± 0.10 N/A 0.93 ± 0.03 N/A 0.93 ± 0.01 N/A 0.90 ± 0.01 N/A
rBCM† 1.06 ± 0.10 N/A 1.04 ± 0.04 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Table 2: Predictive mean squared errors (MSEs) and negative log predictive densities
(NLPDs) with one standard deviation on the airline arrival delays experiment.
†MSE results as reported by Samo and Roberts (2016), who also list results for
the BCM and rBCM methods.
only and they are given as reported by Samo and Roberts (2016). They also list results for
the rBCM method, which performed worse than the String GP.
Running the VFF experiment with all 5.93 million data using our Python implementa-
tion took 265±6 seconds (626±11 s CPU time) on a two-core MacBook Pro laptop (with all
calculation done on the CPU). The results for 10,000 data were calculated in 21±2 seconds
(27± 4 s CPU time). For comparison, according to Samo and Roberts (2016), running the
String GP experiment took 91.0 hours total CPU time (or 15 h of wall-clock time on an 8-
core machine). Even the SVIGP method required 5.1±0.1 hours of computing (27.0±0.8 h
CPU time) on a cluster.
For comparison, we have also included the results for the naive full GP solution for
10,000 data. These results were computed on a computing cluster and the computation
time was several hours per repetition. We show results both for a squared-exponential
kernel with one lengthscale per dimension, and also with an additive kernel similar to the
one defined for the VFF method. As one might expect, the RBF model had a slightly lower
average MSE (0.8898) than the additive model (0.89274). The difference is small: only
3 seconds of RMSE in the original units of flight-delay. The VFF result (0.8934) for the
same data is close to the full GP solution (the difference being only about 0.66 s in terms of
non-normalized RMSE). In terms of NLPD the results agree as well; the full RBF model is
able to capture the phenomenon slightly better than the full additive model, and the VFF
model approximates well the full additive model. The variability in the data is large, and
including more data in the GP training gives the model more power for prediction. The
SVIGP model (with a squared-exponential kernel) is the most flexible one and reaches the
lowest RMSE and NLPD in the experiments.
Figure 6 shows the component-wise predictions for each of the covariates, thus summa-
rizing the underlying structure of the delay prediction model. As one might expect, the
effect of the month, day of month, and day of week are small. The only interpretable effects
are seen in slightly higher delays in the summer months and around the holiday season
towards the end of the year, as well as some effects for the weekend traffic on Friday and
Sunday. The age of the aircraft has a barely noticeable effect. The four remaining inputs
(e–h) explain most of the delay. The effects of airtime and travel distance are strongly
correlated. Strong correlation can also be seen in departure and arrival time effects, both
of which show peaks during the night. The model also catches the periodic nature of the
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Figure 6: The posterior mean and two posterior standard deviations in the airline delay
prediction experiment estimated from 5.93 million data. Each panel show the
posterior over the effect from one covariate under an additive model. The vertical
axis represents delay in minutes in each case.
departure and arrival time effects. These results are in line with the analysis of Adam et al.
(2016).
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Figure 7: The increasing ELBO for the banana dataset with increasing numbers of fre-
quencies M , and a Gaussian approximation to the posterior. Left: q(u) has
an unconstrained covariance matrix. Middle: q(u) has a Kronecker-structured
covariance matrix. Right: q(u) has a covariance matrix with a sum of two
Kronecker-structured matrices. In each case the ELBO achieved using a full
matrix decomposition is shown as a horizontal red line.
6.3 Classification with a Gaussian approximation
To perform variational classification using Variational Fourier Features, we can use a Gaus-
sian approximation to the posterior q(u) and optimize the ELBO with respect to the mean
and variance of the approximation, as described in Section 2.4.4. To illustrate, we replicate
the experiment on the banana dataset from Hensman et al. (2015b). In that work, the
authors showed that a variational inducing point method performed better than competing
alternatives because the positions of the inducing points could be effectively optimized using
the ELBO as the objective. In this work, we have selected the frequencies of the Variational
Fourier Features to be placed on a regular grid: the only aspect of the Fourier features to
be tuned is M , controlling the number of features used.
Since the variational framework provides a guarantee that more inducing variables must
be monotonically better (Titsias, 2009), we expect that increasing the number of Varia-
tional Fourier Features will provide improved approximations. However, if we restrict the
form of the Gaussian approximation by requiring a structured covariance, this may no
longer be true. In practice, we have found that a freely-structured covariance matrix works
well in one dimension and for additive models, but for Kronecker-structured models, opti-
mization over an exponentially large matrix is intolerably slow. A suggestion for a related
method provided by Nickson et al. (2015) is to force the Gaussian approximation to have a
Kronecker-structured covariance matrix. This reduces the number of variables over which
we have to optimize, but removes the guarantee that more inducing variables is always bet-
ter. We find in practice that this structure does not work well: Figure 7 shows the ELBO
as a function of the number of inducing variables M , for both a trained covariance and a
Kronecker–structured one. We see that for the Kronecker structure, the ELBO decreases as
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M increases, implying that more inducing variables are actually making the approximation
worse in this case.
Our suggestion is to use a sum of two Kronecker-structured matrices. The right-most
plot of Figure 7 shows that the ELBO increases monotonically with M when we use this
structure. We provide no guarantee that the sum of two Kronecker matrices is optimal, and
suggest that future work might consider generalizing the form of this approximation.
To compare our method with the inducing-point method, we refer to Figure 8, which
shows the results of fitting a Gaussian process classifier to the banana dataset using increas-
ing numbers of inducing points (IP) and increasing numbers of Fourier features (VFF). We
observe the effect noted in Hensman et al. (2015b) that the inducing points move toward the
decision boundary, though some slight differences from that experiment exist because of our
choice of the product of Mate´rn-52 kernels, instead of the squared exponential kernel. The
Figure also shows that the number of frequencies required to obtain a good approximation
is reasonable, though it is not straightforward to compare directly between the VFF and
IP methods. The total number of basis functions used in the Fourier features is twice the
number of frequencies (M) listed, squared (since we have real and imaginary components,
and take the Kronecker product). Still, the VFF method requires fewer computations per
frequency than the IIP method does per inducing point, since the Kuu matrix is easily
decomposed.
6.4 Solar irradiance
An alternative, but related idea to our proposed Variational Fourier Features approach is
presented by Gal and Turner (2015). In that work, the authors used a Random Fourier
Features model (as in equation (15)), but additionally performed a variational-Bayesian
treatment of the frequencies. We repeat an experiment from that work on solar irradiance
data (Lean, 2004), shown in Figure 9. In this experiment, the time series was normalized
and segments of the data were removed; in Figure 9, removed data are shown in red, and
vertical dashed lines denote the removed sections. The remaining data are shown in black,
and we show the predicted mean (heavy blue line) and 95% confidence intervals (light
blue lines). We fitted five models (or model approximations) to the remaining data, using
50 inducing points (or frequencies) except in the case of the Random Fourier Features,
where we used 500 (following Gal and Turner, 2015). In each case, we used a Mate´rn-52
kernel initialized with a lengthscale of 10, and optimized the parameters with respect to the
marginal likelihood (or ELBO, accordingly).
Figure 9(a) shows the results of an inducing point method (still within the variational
framework, based on Titsias, 2009). The positions of the inducing points z are shown as
black marks on the horizontal axis. In this case, there are insufficient points to capture the
complexity of the data, and the model reverts to a long lengthscale. This is an interesting
case of underfitting, where the variational approximation to the function values gives rise
to a bias in the estimate of the lengthscale parameter. This bias occurs because when
maximising the ELBO with respect to the parameters, the KL divergence is smaller for
longer lengthscales, biasing the parameter estimation in that direction. Turner and Sahani
(2011) give an excellent discussion of this issue.
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Figure 8: Classification of the banana dataset with increasing number of Variational Fourier
Features (VFF) and Inducing Points (IP). The two classes of data are shown as
red circles and yellow crosses, and the decision boundary is shown as a solid blue
line. An approximation with a full inversion of the covariance matrix is shown
in the last plot. The blue dots show optimized positions of the inducing points.
The Variational Fourier Features approach the true posterior more rapidly than
the inducing point method.
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Figure 9: Replicating the experiment on solar irradiance data from Gal and Turner (2015).
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Figure 9(b) shows the results of the Random Fourier Features method. This method
is given 500 frequencies; we concur with the findings of Gal and Turner (2015) that using
only 50 frequencies gives very poor performance. Where the data are missing, the error bars
provided by the model are large, similarly to the full GP (Figure 9(e)). The approximation is
unable to recover the correct mean function, however, and is somewhat subject to overfitting:
the model emphasises the high-frequency content in the data. In some sense, this is a
desirable property as the model is more flexible than the original GP. For example, Yang
et al. (2015) exploited this property to fit complex GP models. However, we advocate
the variational method precisely because of the asymptotic convergence (in M) to the true
posterior distribution of the original model.
Figure 9(c) shows the result of fitting the Sparse Spectrum GP approximation (La´zaro-
Gredilla et al., 2010). This model is similar to the Random Fourier Features model, except
that the frequencies are optimized. Here the overfitting is more severe: the model focusses
entirely on the high-frequency content of the data. Although this gives good predictions in
some cases (the segment around 1930 for example), the predictions are wild in others (e.g.
around 1630, where none of the held-out data fall within the 95% intervals).
Figure 9(d) and (e) show the Variational Fourier Features method and the full GP
method. The VFF approximation strives to approach the true posterior, and it is clear
that the method is superior to the inducing points method in (a) in that the lengthscale is
well estimated and the confidence intervals match the behaviour of the full GP. Some small
discrepancies exist, but we note that these disappear completely at 100 inducing frequencies.
In summary, this experiment emphasises again how the variational approach attempts
to approximate the posterior of the model, whereas previous approximations have changed
the model, giving different behaviours. Within the variational methods, the Variational
Fourier Features outperform the inducing point approach in this case, since our orthogonal
basis functions are capable of capturing the posterior more effectively.
6.5 MCMC approximations
Above we have used the Gaussian approximation to the posterior process. Hensman et al.
(2015a) propose a methodology which combines the variational approach with MCMC by
sampling from the optimal approximating distribution, as we described in equation (27).
The advantages of this approach are that the posterior need not be assumed Gaussian, and
that the covariance parameters can also be treated in a Bayesian fashion. The VFF frame-
work that we have described fits well into this scheme, and as we have already described,
the computational cost per iteration is linear in the number of data and in the number of
required frequencies.
Here we replicate an experiment from Hensman et al. (2015a) (therein based on inducing
point representations) in estimating the rate of a two-dimensional log Gaussian Cox process.
In this experiment, we aim to emphasise the convergent properties of Variational Fourier
Features, and show how they might be used in practice within the MCMC framework.
The data consist of a series of 127 points collected in a square area, denoting the location
of pine saplings. This simple illustration was also used by Møller et al. (e.g. 1998). The
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model is
f(s) ∼ GP(0, k(s, s′)) , (80)
log λ(s) = f(s) + c , (81)
y ∼ PP(λ) , (82)
where PP denotes an inhomogeneous Poisson process with intensity λ, y are spatial loca-
tions representing a draw from that Poisson process, k is a product of Mate´rn-32 covariance
functions of the two-dimensional space indexed by s, and c is a parameter to be inferred
alongside the covariance function parameters. The model contains a doubly-intractable like-
lihood, which can be approximated by gridding the space and assuming that the intensity
is constant across the bin size. The resulting approximation to the likelihood is
p(y | f) =
G∏
i=1
P(Ni |λ(si)∆) , (83)
where G is the number of grid cells, si represent the centres of those cells, Ni is the
number of data in the ith cell, ∆ is the area of a grid cell and P represents the Poisson
distribution. To perform inference in this model, we decompose the GP with Variational
Fourier features, use the rotation described in Section 5.5 to centre the u variables and
run Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) to jointly sample the centred variables alongside the
covariance function parameters and c.
To illustrate how the VFF method approaches the posterior in the MCMC case, we ran
the HMC algorithm using M = 14, 16, . . . , 30 frequencies. We selected the boundaries of
the decomposition [a, b] to be [−1, 2]2, whilst the data were normalized to the unit square
[0, 1]2. The posterior mean intensity of the process on the unit square, along with the data,
are shown in Figure 10. The figure shows that as M increases, the behaviour of the method
stabilizes: there is little to distinguish M = 30 from M = 28. If M is too low, then there is a
bias towards longer lengthscales, but this is alleviated as M increases. Since more inducing
variables must always move the approximation toward the posterior in the KL sense (Titsias,
2009), once the optimal posterior (for each fixed M) remains unchanging with an increase
in M , we must be approximating the posterior closely. A practical approach then, is to use
some reasonable number for M (say, 100) and then ensure that the sampled distribution is
unmoving with increased M . Since our experiments suggest that the lengthscale parameter
is particularly sensitive to bias due to M being too low, we suggest examining the convergent
behaviour of the lengthscale posterior. Figure 11 shows how the posterior distribution of
the lengthscales converges as M increases.
We note that the regular-lattice nature of this problem means that it can also be effi-
ciently solved using fast Fourier transform (FFT) methods (e.g. Taylor and Diggle, 2014).
However, our approach offers several advantages. First, in our method the number of fre-
quencies used is a variational parameter: we have discussed how to select M above. Since
the dimension of the vector which is subject to MCMC depends on the number of frequen-
cies, it is desirable to decouple it from the grid density: fine grids are desired to resolve the
spatial nature of the process, whilst the length of the vector u is desired to be short for
computational reasons. Second, our approach does not require the embedding of the kernel
matrix into a circulant matrix which can occasionally suffer from non-positive-definiteness.
Third and most importantly, our method is not restricted to problems on a regular grid.
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Figure 10: The posterior mean of the process intensity with increasing M (denoted above
each figure). The spatial locations of the data are shown in the last pane. As M
increases, the behaviour of the method stabilizes: we conclude that at M = 30
there is no benefit from increasing M further. If M is too low, the method is
biased towards a longer lengthscale (see also Figure 11).
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Figure 11: The posterior distribution of the two lengthscale parameters for the pines prob-
lem (see also Figure 10), estimated using kernel density smoothing on the MCMC
trace. As more frequencies are used, the posterior distribution converges.
7. Discussion and future directions
In this paper we have presented a method which we refer to as the Variational Fourier
Features (VFF) approach to Gaussian process modelling. It combines the variational ap-
proach to sparse approximations in Gaussian processes with a representation based on the
spectrum of the process. This approach inherits its appealing approximative construction
from the variational approach, but with the representative power and computational scal-
ability of spectral representations.
We generalized the method to several dimensions in cases where the kernel exhibits
special structure in the form of additive or separable (product) covariance functions. This
choice made it possible to apply the scheme to higher-dimensional test problems in the
experiments, for which we demonstrate good performance both in terms of computational
speed and predictive power.
Our example application of predicting airline delays suggested that the additive struc-
ture worked well for that problem: for data subsets where the full model could be fitted,
there was little performance difference between the additive and isotropic case, and indeed
the VFF method was competitive with both, suggesting that the posterior was very well
approximated. It seems implausible that this structure could work well for all problems,
and clearly it will not work well where interesting interactions occur between covariates.
The method is capable of modelling interactions between covariates using separable ker-
nel structures. As was noted in the text, the computational scalability in this case limits
the method to low-dimensional problems, because the number of inducing frequencies scales
exponentially with the input dimension. In this sense this approach is not a sparse approxi-
mation, but rather based on a ‘dense’ basis function projection. Like related approximation
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schemes (Solin and Sa¨rkka¨, 2014; Wilson and Nickisch, 2015; Nickson et al., 2015), VFF
scales well as the number of data increases, with the drawback of difficulty in dealing with
high-dimensional problems out-of-the-box.
To further improve the computational scaling in high-dimensional problems, there are
several approaches which could apply. Wilson et al. (2015) presents a projection approach
(based on the ideas in Wilson and Nickisch, 2015). These ideas could be expanded to our
approach as well, and we might expect the variational properties of the approximation to be
useful in this case. Alternatively, replacing the dense grid spectrum with a set of sparsely
well-chosen spectral points is an option that can — at least for models or data with suitable
structure — provide computational remedy in high input dimensions. Future work might
incorporate some ideas from the sparse spectrum method (La´zaro-Gredilla et al., 2010)
where the frequencies are optimized, though we might hope that the variational formulation
could prevent over-fitting.
We note that one of the key computations in our method, the multiplication Kufy,
is precisely a non-uniform FFT (NUFFT, see Dutt and Rokhlin, 1993; Greengard and
Lee, 2004; Bernstein et al., 2004), which can be approximated in O(N logN) operations.
Although we have so far avoided using this technology in our implementations, some initial
experiments suggest that further speed-up is possible at the cost of a very small loss in
accuracy. In the special case where the data lie on a regular grid, it is possible to compute
the product Kufy exactly in O(N logN) operations using an FFT. Again we have not
exploited this in our presentation so far, and future work may consider the relations between
VFF and FFT methods based on the circulant embedding trick (Taylor and Diggle, 2014;
Turner, 2010).
A further limitation of our current presentation is that we have only considered Mate´rn
covariance functions with half-integer orders. A productive future direction will be to
expand the number of kernels which can be decomposed using Variational Fourier Features.
An interesting class of kernels may be the spectral mixture kernel (Wilson and Adams,
2013). Although that work was based on frequency-shifted versions of the RBF covariance,
we anticipate that frequency-shifted Mate´rn kernels would work just as well, and may be
more amenable to the VFF framework.
In our derivations, we have considered uniform input densities on some bounded interval
[a, b]. Instead of considering such compact bounded subsets of R, it might be possible to
extend our methodology to more general input densities (cf. Williams and Seeger, 2000). In
special cases this can lead to convenient approximations for the eigen-decomposition of the
kernel. For example, for a RBF covariance function and a Gaussian input density, the eigen-
functions can be given in closed-form in terms of Hermite polynomials (see Williams and
Rasmussen, 2006, Ch. 4.3). There is a connection between harmonic Fourier approxima-
tions like ours and the covariance operator defined through the covariance function and the
input density. The connection goes back to Sturm-Liouville theory and is further discussed
in Solin and Sa¨rkka¨ (2014).
Finally, we note that VFF may be particularly well-suited to machine learning methods
where Gaussian processes are embedded in some further model structure, such as the Gaus-
sian process latent variable model (GPLVM, Lawrence, 2005) and its variational-Bayesian
variant (Titsias and Lawrence, 2010), as well as deep Gaussian processes (Damianou and
Lawrence, 2013). As described by Damianou et al. (2016), variational inference in these
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models involves propagating uncertainty by convolving the Kuf matrix with Gaussian ap-
proximations to the input distribution. Since the VFF method has precisely sinusoidal Kuf
matrices, this convolution will take a simple form, and we envisage that combining the VFF
framework with variational uncertainty propagation will lead to substantial improvements
in inference for these models.
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Appendix A. L2 Projection on Fourier Features for Mate´rn-
1
2
In this Appendix we derive expressions for Fourier features using the L2 norm.
A.1 Covariance between inducing variable and GP
cov(um, f(x)) = E [umf(x)] =
∫ b
a
E[f(t)f(x)]e−iωm(t−a) dt =
∫ b
a
k(t, x)e−iωm(t−a) dt (84)
= e−iωmaσ2
(∫ x
a
eλ(t−x)+iωmt dt+
∫ b
x
eλ(x−t)+iωmt dt
)
(85)
= e−iωmaσ2
[eλ(t−x)+iωmt
iωm + λ
]x
a
+
[
eλ(x−b)+iωmt
iωm − λ
]b
x
 (86)
= e−iωmaσ2
(
eiωmx − eλ(a−x)+iωma
iωm + λ
+
eλ(x−b)+iωmb − eiωmx
iωm − λ
)
(87)
= σ2
(
eiωm(x−a) − eλ(a−x)
iωm + λ
+
eλ(x−b) − eiωm(x−a)
iωm − λ
)
(88)
=
2σ2λ
λ2 + ω2m
eiωm(x−a) +
σ2
λ2 + ω2m
(
λ[−ea−x − ex−b] + iωm[ea−x − ex−b]
)
(89)
= s1/2(ωm)e
iωm(x−a) + s1/2(ωm)
1
2λ
(
λ[−ea−x − ex−b] + iωm[ea−x − ex−b]
)
.
(90)
A.2 Covariance between inducing variables
For the L2 Fourier features, the covariance between two features um and um′ depends on
the basis functions being sines or cosines. We will thus detail the two cases considering
either the real or imaginary part of u. The following integrals, which can be computed
using cos(ωx) = Re(eiωx), will be of particular interest:
∫ y
x
eλs cos(ωs) ds =
1
λ2 + ω2
[
eλx(−λ cos(ωx)− ω sin(ωx)) + eλy(λ cos(ωy) + ω sin(ωy))],
(91)∫ y
x
eλs sin(ωs) ds =
1
λ2 + ω2
[
eλx(ω cos(ωx)− λ sin(ωx)) + eλy(−ω cos(ωy) + λ sin(ωy))] .
(92)
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case 1: i, j ≤M (cosine block)
cov[um, um′ ] = E
[∫ b
a
f(s) cos(−ωm(s− a)) ds
∫ b
a
f(t) cos(−ωm′(t− a)) dt
]
(93)
=
∫ b
a
∫ b
a
k(s, t) cos(−ωm(s− a)) cos(−ωm′(t− a)) dsdt (94)
=
∫ a−b
0
∫ b−a
0
k(s, t) cos(ωms) cos(ωm′t) dsdt (95)
=
1
λ2 + ω2m
∫ b−a
0
[
2λ cos(ωmt)− λ(e−λt + eλ(t+a−b))
]
cos(ωm′t) dt (96)
=
2λ
λ2 + ω2m
∫ b
a
[
cos(ωmt)− e−λt
]
cos(ωm′t) dt . (97)
case 1a: m 6= m′
cov[um, um′ ] =
−2λ
λ2 + ω2m
∫ b−a
0
e−λt cos(ωm′t) dt (98)
=
−2λ2
(λ2 + ω2m)(λ
2 + ω2m′)
[
1− eλ(a−b)] . (99)
case 1b: m = m′ 6= 0
cov[um, um′ ] =
−2λ2
(λ2 + ω2m)(λ
2 + ω2m′)
[
1− eλ(a−b)]+ (b− a) λ
λ2 + ω2m
. (100)
case 1c: m = m′ = 0
cov[um, um′ ] =
−2λ2
(λ2 + ω2m)(λ
2 + ω2m′)
[
1− eλ(a−b)]+ 2(b− a) λ
λ2 + ω2m
. (101)
case 2: m, m′ > M (sine block)
cov[um, um′ ] =
∫ b−a
0
∫ b−a
0
k(s, t) sin(ωms) sin(ωm′t) ds dt (102)
=
2
λ2 + ω2m
∫ b−a
0
[
λ sin(ωmt) + ωme
−λt
]
sin(ωm′t) dt . (103)
case 2a: m 6= m′
cov[um, um′ ] =
2ωm
λ2 + ω2m
∫ b−a
0
e−λt sin(ωm′t) dt (104)
=
2ωmωm′
(λ2 + ω2m)(λ
2 + ω2m′)
[
1− eλ(a−b)] . (105)
case 2b: m = m′
cov[um, um′ ] =
2ω2m′
(λ2 + ω2m)(λ
2 + ω2m′)
[
1− eλ(a−b)]+ (b− a) λ
λ2 + ω2m
. (106)
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Appendix B. Mate´rn inner products
The expressions of inner products for Mate´rn RKHS on [a, b] can be found in Durrande
et al. (2016). We adopt here the following notations to obtain compact expressions: for any
function h ∈ H, I : h → h is the identity operator and D : g → g′ is the differentiation
operator. As a consequence, (λI +D)2(h) is a shorthand for λ2h+ 2λh′ + h′′.
Mate´rn-12 : 〈g, h〉H1/2 =
1
2λσ2
∫ b
a
(λI +D)(g)(λI +D)(h) dt+ 1
σ2
g(a)h(a) , (107)
Mate´rn-32 : 〈g, h〉H3/2 =
1
4λ3σ2
∫ b
a
(λI +D)2(g)(λI +D)2(h) dt
+
1
σ2
g(a)h(a) +
1
λ2σ2
g′(a)h′(a) , (108)
Mate´rn-52 : 〈g, h〉H5/2 =
3
16λ5σ2
∫ b
a
(λI +D)3(g)(λI +D)3(h) dt
+
9
8σ2
g(a)h(a) +
9
8λ4σ2
g(a)′′h′′(a)
+
3
λ2σ2
(
g′(a)h′(a) +
1
8
g′′(a)h(a) +
1
8
g(a)h′′(a)
)
. (109)
B.1 Gram matrix between Fourier features for the exponential kernel
We detail here the computations of Kuu[i, j] = 〈φi, φj〉H for the exponential kernel. We
recall that φ0 = 1 and that φi = cos(ωi(x−a)) and φi+M = sin(ωi(x−a)) for i ∈ {1, . . . ,M}.
Furthermore, the frequencies ωi are harmonic on [a, b].
case 1 : i, j ≤M (cosine block)
Kuu[i, j] =
1
2σ2λ
∫ b−a
0
(λ cos(ωis)− ωi sin(ωis))(λ cos(ωjs)− ωj sin(ωjs)) ds+ 1
σ2
. (110)
The integral is zero for all non-diagonal terms (i 6= j). As a consequence, the block of Kuu
associated with the cosine basis functions are diag(αcos) + σ
−2, where
αcos[i] =
1
2σ2λ
∫ b−a
0
λ2 cos(ωis)
2 + ω2i sin(ωis)
2 ds =

λ(b− a)
2σ2
if i = 0 ,
b− a
4σ2λ
(λ2 + ω2i ) if i 6= 0 ,
(111)
which leads to αcos =
1
2(b− a)
[
2s(0)−1, s(ω1)−1, . . . , s(ωM )−1
]
.
case 2 : i, j > M (sine block)
Kuu[i, j] =
1
2σ2λ
∫ b−a
0
(λ sin(ωis)− ωi cos(ωis))(λ sin(ωjs)− ωj cos(ωjs)) ds . (112)
The Kuu block associated to the sine basis functions is exactly a diagonal matrix with:
Kuu[i, i] =
1
2σ2λ
∫ b−a
0
(λ2 sin(ωis)
2 + ω2i cos(ωis)) ds =
b− a
4σ2λ
(λ2 + ω2i ) . (113)
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Similarly to the cosine block, we can write the sine block as diag(αsin) with αsin =
1
2(b −
a)
[
s(ω1)
−1, . . . , s(ωM )−1
]
.
case 3 : i ≤ 2M + 1 < j (off-diagonal block) leads to Kφφ[i, j] = 0.
B.2 Gram matrix associated to Fourier features for the Mate´rn-32 kernel
case 1 : i, j ≤M (cosine block)
Kφφ[i, j] =
1
4σ2λ3
∫ b−a
0
(λ2 cos(ωis)− 2λωi sin(ωis)− ω2i cos(ωis))×
(λ2 cos(ωjs)− 2λωj sin(ωjs)− ω2j cos(ωjs)) ds
+
1
σ2
cos(ωia) cos(ωja) +
1
λ2σ2
ωiωj sin(ωia) sin(ωja)
=

1
σ2
if i 6= j ,
1
4σ2λ3
∫ b−a
0
λ4 cos2(ωis) + ω
4
i cos
2(ωis)
−2λ2ω2 cos2(ωis) + 4λ2ω2i sin2(ωis)ds+
1
σ2
if i = j ,
=

1
σ2
if i 6= j ,
b− a
8σ2λ3
(λ2 + ω2i )
2 +
1
σ2
if i = j 6= 0 ,
λ(b− a)
4σ2
+
1
σ2
if i = j = 0 .
(114)
case 2 : i, j > M (sine block)
Kφφ[i, j] =
1
4σ2λ3
∫ b−a
0
(λ2 sin(ωis) + 2λωi cos(ωis)− ω2i sin(ωis))×
(λ2 sin(ωjs) + 2λωj cos(ωjs)− ω2j sin(ωjs)) ds
+
1
σ2
sin(ωia) sin(ωja) +
1
λ2σ2
ωiωj cos(ωia) cos(ωja)
=

ωiωj
λ2σ2
if i 6= j ,
1
4σ2λ3
∫ b−a
0
λ4 sin2(ωis) + ω
4
i sin
2(ωis)
−2λ2ω2 sin2(ωis) + 4λ2ω2i cos2(ωis)ds+
ωiωj
λ2σ2
if i = j ,
=

ωiωj
λ2σ2
if i 6= j ,
b− a
8σ2λ3
(λ2 + ω2i )
2 +
ωiωj
λ2σ2
if i = j .
(115)
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case 3: i ≤M < j (off-diagonal block)
Kφφ[i, j] =
1
4σ2λ3
∫ b−a
0
(λ2 cos(ωis)− 2λωi sin(ωis)− ω2i cos(ωis))×
(λ2 sin(ωjs) + 2λωj cos(ωjs)− ω2j sin(ωjs)) ds
+
1
σ2
cos(ωia) sin(ωja)− 1
λ2σ2
ωiωj sin(ωia) cos(ωja)
=

0 if i 6= j ,
1
4σ2λ3
∫ b−a
0
2λ3ωi cos
2(ωis)− 2λω3i cos2(ωis)
−2λ3ωi sin2(ωis) + 2λω3i sin2(ωis) ds if i = j ,
= 0
(116)
B.3 Gram matrix of Fourier features for the Mate´rn-52 kernel
〈g, h〉H5/2 =
3
16λ5σ2
∫ b−a
0
Lt(g)Lt(h) dt+G(a) , (117)
where Lt(g) =
(
λ3g(t) + 3λ2g′(t) + 3λg′′(t) + g′′′(t)
)
,
G(a) =
9
8σ2
g(a)h(a) +
9
8λ4σ2
g(a)′′h′′(a)
+
3
λ2σ2
(
g′(a)h′(a) +
1
8
g′′(a)h(a) +
1
8
g(a)h′′(a)
)
.
(118)
case 1: i, j ≤M (cosine block)
Lx(cos(ωi.)) = λ
3 cos(ωix)− 3ωiλ2 sin(ωix)− 3λω2i cos(ωix) + ω3i sin(ωix)
= (λ3 − 3λω2i ) cos(ωix) + (ω3i − 3ωiλ2) sin(ωix)
G(a) =
9
8σ2
+
9
8λ4σ2
ω2i ω
2
j −
3
8λ2σ2
(ω2i + ω
2
j )
=
1
σ2
+
1
8σ2
(
3ω2i
λ2
− 1
)(
3ω2j
λ2
− 1
)
.
(119)
Kφφ[i, j] =

G(a) if i 6= j ,
3(b− a)
32λ5σ2
(λ6 − 6λ4ω2i + 9λ2ω4i + ω6i − 6λ2ω4i + 9ω2i λ4) +G(a) if i = j 6= 0 ,
3(b− a)
16λ5σ2
(λ6 − 6λ4ω2i + 9λ2ω4i ) +G(a) if i = j = 0 ,
(120)
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which boils down to
Kφφ[i, j] =

G(a) if i 6= j ,
3(b− a)
32λ5σ2
(λ2 + ω2i )
3 +G(a) if i = j 6= 0 ,
3λ(b− a)
16σ2
+G(a) if i = j = 0 .
(121)
case 2: i, j > M (sine block)
Lx(sin(ωi.)) = λ
3 sin(ωix) + 3ωiλ
2 cos(ωix)− 3λω2i sin(ωix)− ω3i cos(ωix)
= (λ3 − 3λω2i ) sin(ωix)− (ω3i − 3ωiλ2) cos(ωix) ,
G(a) =
3ωiωj
λ2σ2
,
(122)
Kφφ[i, j] =

G(a) if i 6= j ,
3(b− a)
32λ5σ2
(λ2 + ω2i )
3 +G(a) if i = j 6= 0 .
(123)
case 3: i ≤M < j (off-diagonal block). As previously, calculations give Kφφ[i, j] = 0.
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